In noisy environments such as the cell, many processes involve target sites that are often hidden or inactive, and thus not always available for reaction with diffusing entities. We study the first hitting time statistics of a Brownian particle searching for a target site that switches stochastically between visible and hidden phases. At high crypticity, an unexpected rate limited power-law regime emerges for the first hitting time density, which markedly differs from the classic t −3/2 scaling for steady targets. Our problem admits an asymptotic mapping onto a mixed, or Robin, boundary condition. Similar results are obtained with non-Markov targets and particles diffusing anomalously.
In noisy environments such as the cell, many processes involve target sites that are often hidden or inactive, and thus not always available for reaction with diffusing entities. We study the first hitting time statistics of a Brownian particle searching for a target site that switches stochastically between visible and hidden phases. At high crypticity, an unexpected rate limited power-law regime emerges for the first hitting time density, which markedly differs from the classic t −3/2 scaling for steady targets. Our problem admits an asymptotic mapping onto a mixed, or Robin, boundary condition. Similar results are obtained with non-Markov targets and particles diffusing anomalously.
Numerous phenomena are controlled by the time taken by a process to first reach a specified target state or conformation [1] [2] [3] . First passage processes allow to understand diffusion controlled reactions [4, 5] , to predict the sizes of neuronal avalanches in neurocortical circuits [6] or the search strategies adopted by foraging animals [7, 8] . They are also supposed to govern the kinetics of many essential biological processes like antibody production or cell differentiation, which depend on how long it takes for fundamental steps to be completed, such as the first random encounter of two remote DNA segments [9, 10] .
The theory of first passage processes has witnessed many recent developments [11] , which usually consider fixed and perfectly absorbing targets. Naturally, in many cases, due to errors or imperfections in the binding or detection phase, reaction may occur only after several passages. For instance, partial absorption is conveniently modeled through an absorption probability each time a random walker crosses a target region [12] [13] [14] . In the Brownian limit this rule becomes equivalent to a radiation, or Robin, boundary condition, where the diffusive absorption flux is set proportional to the probability density at the target [1, 15, 16] . Nevertheless, little is known on first passage problems with barriers or targets that follow some internal dynamics [17] [18] [19] . A simple example, of interest here, is provided by switching processes between active and inactive states.
Stochastic switching processes are inherent in cell biology. Gene expression is only possible if a binding target site along the DNA chain is accessible to diffusive transcription factors [20, 21] . Instead of being continuous and smooth, transcription usually occurs in bursts separated by periods of inactivity during which no transcription is carried out [22, 23] . Such transcriptional bursting is related to the chromatin remodeling state: when the chromatin is unfolded, the binding site is accessible for gene expression, whereas folded states do not allow transcription [24] [25] [26] . The accessibility to the binding sites can be described by a Poisson distributed switching process, with fixed transitions rates between two states [24] . In prokaryote cells such as E. coli, the time intervals between bursty ("on") and silent ("off") phases are exponentially distributed. These processes can have FIG. 1: Brownian trajectory in the presence of an intermittent target located at the origin. The red segments represent the target in the visible state, separated by time intervals in the hidden state. The Brownian particle is absorbed when it reaches the target in the visible state for the first time.
an average duration of minutes, the periods of inactivity being much longer than active periods [27] .
Switching between bistable states also characterizes DNA looping [28] (the ability of distant sites on the chain to physically interact to regulate gene expression), where the time spent in the off-state can be also very long [29] . Similarly, ion channels stochastically transit between open and closed conformations, thus affecting transport through membranes, cell signaling or drug delivery [30, 31] . Studies on single ion-channels have shown that opening or closing events of the pore occur over characteristic dwell times ranging from 0.5 to hundreds of ms [32, 33] . These times are comparable or much larger than the diffusion times of K + or Ca 2+ ions at the scale of a cell (τ D ∼ 0.1 ms) [34] . Hence, first hitting times are likely to be limited by the channel state [35, 36] .
In this Letter, we address the generic but largely unexplored question of a one-dimensional unbounded Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient D and an intermittent target located at the origin, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The target internal state is characterized by a time dependent binary variable σ(t): when σ = 1 the target is visible, meaning that the Brownian particle is absorbed upon encounter; when σ = 0 the target is invisible or transparent, and the particle is not absorbed when crossing the origin. The target visibility randomly switches between these states, which last for time intervals that are exponentially distributed. The target in state σ = 0 changes to state σ = 1 at rate α, whereas the reverse transition occurs at rate β ( Fig. 1) . Therefore, the mean duration of the visible (invisible) phase is 1/β (1/α, resp.) and the unconditional probability to find the target in the visible state is α/(α + β).
With one target, this problem bears similarities with an intermittent search (IS) strategy [37, 38] , where the searcher becomes temporarily "blind", the target being always visible. But unlike in IS, our particle does not adopt a different transport mode in the blind phase, it just keeps diffusing. For many targets with independent internal dynamics, the two problems differ even more.
A quantity of central interest here is Q σ0 (x, t), the probability that the particle has survived up to time t given that its initial position was x, the initial target state being σ(t = 0) = σ 0 . We set x > 0 in the following. Averaging over the initial target states defines the average survival probability, denoted as Q av (x, t):
The first hitting time distribution (FHTD) P i is obtained from the usual identity
where i ∈ {0, 1, av}. Following a method applied to visible targets and Markov processes such as intermittent search [38] , run-an-tumble motion [39] or diffusion with resetting [40] , we show in the Supplemental Material (SM) that the survival probabilities Q σ0 (x, t) satisfy two coupled backward Fokker-Planck equations:
These functions need to satisfy the boundary conditions
Whereas Eq. (5) simply asserts that the target is absorbing in the visible state, relation (6) is a bit more subtle.
It can be understood, for instance, by considering the case β = 0 and a target in state 0 at t = 0, which therefore irreversibly transits to the visible state at rate α.
The calculation of Q 0 in this case is performed in the SM by using simple probabilistic arguments. One checks a posteriori that the solution fulfills condition (6) . Similar arguments allow us to show that Eq. (6) holds in the general case β > 0 as well (see the SM). Let us define the Laplace transforms Q σ0 (x, s) = ∞ 0 Q σ0 (x, t)e −st dt, which satisfy the following system
Thus, τ D ≡ a 2 is the typical diffusion time to reach the target region. With the boundary conditions (5)- (6) and noting that Q σ0 must remain finite as a → ∞, one deduces
where, again, i = {0, 1, av} and the constants C i take the values C 0 = 1, C 1 = − β α and C av = 0. The Laplace transform of the FHTD is deduced from the general relation P i (x, s) = 1 − s Q i (x, s), which stems from Eq. (2). The solutions for Q i or P i do not seem to have simple inverses, nevertheless Eq. (10) can be inverted by means of the convolution theorem and the complete solution expressed in a rather lengthy integral form. This exact solution is given in the SM.
With the Laplace expressions (10) at hand, one easily checks that in the limit β → 0, one recovers the wellknown case of a target always in the visible state:
or P st (x, s) = e −a √ s , where the label "st" stands for the standard case of a non-intermittent target [1] . This expression is inverted as the Lévy-Smirnov distribution
For very large values of the two transition rates compared to the inverse diffusion time 1/a 2 , and keeping β/α constant, Eq. (10) indicates that the three FHTDs also tend to that of the standard problem:
This result may seem counter-intuitive, as it tells that at very high transition rates, the target is easily detectable by the Brownian particle, even if it is invisible most of the time, i.e., with β/α fixed to a large value. The fast absorption can be understood here by the recurrence of Brownian trajectories in 1d: a particle crossing the origin re-crosses it many times within a short period. If, in the meantime, the target rapidly transits from one state to the other, as soon as it becomes visible, it will be hit by the nearby particle. A similar mechanism can explain the fast absorption of ligands that spend most of the time in a hidden state [31] . We next comment on a key property which is not met with steady targets or in usual radiation boundary problems. In the limit of infinitely fast diffusion, D → ∞ or a → 0, a steady target is found immediately [Q st (a = 0, t) = 0], since Brownian motion is recurrent in 1d. In contrast, Q av and Q 0 admit non-trivial limits for intermittent targets. Defining Q I i (t) ≡ Q i (a = 0, t), the survival probability for any a can be written as:
where i = {0, av}. By construction, Q D i (a, t) vanishes as a → 0 and represents the diffusion limited part of the survival probability, whereas Q I i (t), which depends only on α and β, is the contribution limited by the target dynamics. This intermittent part arises from the fact that the target can be initially invisible and therefore undetectable while it remains in such state, no matter how fast diffusion occurs. Q I 0 (t) is the probability that the particle starting right at the position of the initially invisible target, has still not hit it at t. Owing to Eq.
(2), P i (a, t) can also be decomposed as P I i (t) + P D i (a, t). From Eq. (10), one obtains in the Laplace domain
whereas Q I av (s) = β α+β Q I 0 (s). We now show how this intermittent contribution drastically affects the asymptotic properties of the FHTD, especially in the cryptic regime β/α ≫ 1. Since Q av (a, s = 0) = ∞, the mean first hitting time is infinite like in the standard case, and we can deduce the large time behaviors from a small s expansion. Approximating √ s + α + β by √ α + β, Eq. (10) is recast as
with K = β/(α √ α + β). The right-hand-side of Eq. (16) can be exactly inverted [41] and combined with Eq. (2), yielding: (17) is valid for times larger than the target timescale τ ta , defined as τ ta ≡ (α + β) −1 . It is very close to the exact solution obtained by convolution in the SM for all t (see Fig. 2 ). Two scaling regimes emerge, as can be seen directly from Eq. (16) by setting a √ s ≪ 1:
(i) For K √ s ≪ 1, one has Q av ≃ (a+ K)/ √ s, which is inverted as Q av (a, t) ≃ (a + K)/ √ πt. Hence, with Eq. (2), the asymptotic scaling (12) generalizes to 
the intermediate region exists for β/α ≫ 1, at high crypticity, and its extent rapidly increases with β/α. As shown by Figure 2 , this scaling law can span many decades, broadening considerably the FHTD and making the standard regime hard to reach. Meanwhile, Q av (a, t) ≃ 1 − (2/ √ π) t/τ c remains close to unity (see inset of Fig. 3-Left) , i.e., target encounters are very rare.
At short times (t ≪ τ ta ), Eq. (17) is not valid and the FHTD can be deduced from a large s expansion. Setting a = 0 for simplicity, one gets from Eq. (15):
8s 2 + · · · , which by inversion yields
The exact solution obtained in the SM is checked successfully with Monte Carlo simulations in Figure 2 -Inset for several crypticity strengths. The intermediate regime is already noticeable at β/α ≈ 10. Note that biological systems are often cryptic and with τ c ≫ τ D . Transcriptional bursting in prokaryotic cells is characterized by relatively short periods during which transcription is allowed, corresponding to β/α ≈ 6 [27] . Lactose repressors can also form long-tether DNA loops (that block transcription) at a rate 10 times faster in than the loop→unlooped transition [28] . The activity times τ c in these examples are of the order of minutes, much larger than τ D ∼ 1 s for a protein in a cell [42] . In synaptic processes, the parametrized Hodgkin-Huxley model predicts a β/α of ≈ 4500 for the switching rate to the inactivated state of Na + channels at rest voltage (50 mV ) [30, 43] .
Since the target switches between absorbing and reflecting phases (the latter being equivalent to hidden in the present geometry), one may wonder about a possible connection with diffusion in the presence of a mixed, or Robin, boundary condition (RBC). Let p(z, t) be the probability density of the position z ∈ [0, ∞) of a Brownian particle with a RBC at the origin, namely [15] :
where κ is a positive constant. Eq. (22) is widely used in effective medium descriptions of spatially heterogeneous interfaces containing both reflecting and reactive zones [44] [45] [46] . The exact survival probability in 1d of a particle starting at z = x and obeying a RBC actually coincides with our Eq. (16) or (17) for all t, where K must be replaced by √ D/κ [16, 47] . Consequently, as far as survival is concerned, both problems become equivalent at large times. We deduce the formula
As one may expect, the boundary is absorbing (κ → ∞) when β → 0 and reflecting (κ → 0) when α → 0. Non trivially, it is also absorbing as α, β → ∞, β/α being fixed, as mentioned earlier. The two-state process thus provides a new, rigorous example of application of the RBC (22) , extending the relevance of the latter to the study of fluctuating biophysical systems. Both problems differ for t smaller than the target time-scale, though, as the RBC does not involve such a time-scale. A similar asymptotic analogy with the RBC was shown some time ago for diffusion into a partially absorbing medium [48] . We discuss the generality of our findings when more complex processes come into play. On-off processes such as DNA looping or ion channel dynamics can be substantially non-Markov [49] [50] [51] . We have simulated targets with activity and inactivity times that were distributed non-exponentially in several ways. As shown by Figure 3 -Left, the scaling regimes (18) and (19) still hold in those cases, and our previous solution remains quantitatively correct at large times [t >max(1/α, 1/β)].
The Brownian motion case can also be extended to anomalous transport. Given a Markovian target, we simulated searchers performing one step per time unit (∆t ≪ 1/α and 1/β), i.e., with position X n = n i=1 ℓ i with t = n∆t, and where the i.i.d. ℓ i 's follow a symmetric Lévy stable distribution of index 0 < µ < 2 [52] . The process terminates when X n changes sign while the target is active. In the border case µ = 2, the distribution of the ℓ i 's was ∝ |ℓ| −3 . For β ∼ α, the FHTD for a particle starting at the origin (with σ 0 = 0) depends surprisingly little on µ and is close to the Brownian curve, see Fig. 3 -Right. Although approximate, this independence is reminiscent of the universality of the Sparre Andersen theorem, valid for any unbiased continuous 1d process being absorbed when first crossing the origin [53] . If β ≫ α, the process crosses the origin many times before absorption. The intermediate regime appears, as for Brownian motion. However, the corresponding exponent, ζ µ , continuously depends on µ: ζ 2 ≈ −1/2 whereas ζ 1 ≈ ζ 1/2 ≈ −1. Except for µ = 2, the −3/2 regime was not observed as it may settle at very large times.
In summary, we have shown that diffusive search processes can be severely affected by the intermittent switching dynamics of a target site, a situation often met in noisy complex media. A new, rate controlled scaling regime with exponent −1/2 emerges at high target crypticity, and the problem can be mapped onto a radiation boundary problem at large times. These results can be readily extended to higher spatial dimensions with the same formalism. Our findings point toward intermittent dynamics as a way of regulating first passage processes in the cell. They can also have implications in foraging ecology, where animals are able to be cryptic and undetectable by predators for long period of times by camouflaging themselves [54] , or adopting a subterranean lifestyle [55] [56] [57] [58] . According to Eq. (23), to avoid predators and fulfill the constraint of spending a certain fraction of time outside, animals should space out consecutive exits in time, a behaviour actually observed in female ground squirrels [59, 60] . Macroscopic search experiments with dynamical targets can be achieved by means of mobile robots with a limited sensing range and fixed sources emitting intermittent electromagnetic signals [61, 62] . We finally mention that the decay of the survival probability in unconfined space plays an important role for the large volume scaling of the FHT distribution in confined environments [63] . The intermediate regime for cryptic targets should thus have important consequences for confined walks [64] .
